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New Visionary Fiction Trilogy Dispels Myth that Humans are Powerless Over Disease
Each of us has the ability to heal any and all imbalance. Flagstaff author Ned Wolf weaves this
message into his ground-breaking novel, Nandia’s Copper, which highlights natural healing in a
thrilling fantasy adventure of intrigue, deceit and redemption.
“This is quite a timely series for the young adult market,” stated the author. “Many younger folk
recognize that today’s mainstream medicine falls short of supporting real health. They are looking
for effective alternatives. In these times of growing epidemics, Nandia’s Copper offers a wide range
of effective, natural therapies set against a backdrop of a catastrophic illness that threatens the very
survival of a city of the future.
The tale follows the adventures of Nandia and Bernard, a pair of natural healers, sent on a mission
of mercy to the city of Geasa. There a deadly epidemic threatens the city’s very survival. Initially,
they must discover and remedy the causes of unforseen impediments to their intuitive abilities. They
encounter forces within the city who seek to plunder its wealth and stall Geasa’s recovery.
As the story unfolds, Nandia and Bearns encounter religious opposition and a prejudice toward
Geasan youths whose families have been torn apart by the fatalities of the disease. By enlisting
the aid of a mysterious street busker, they find methods to heal the disease, including the use of
copper, musical toning, therapeutic herbs and foods, vibrational remedies and energy healing. As the
epidemic reaches deeper within the community, their healing skills benefit even those leading the
opposition, and Geasa is set up on a path of recovery.
Nandia’s Copper is distributed to booksellers worldwide by Ingram. It is available both in paperback
and as an e-book through Amazon, Barnes & Noble and through your local bookseller. Paperback
retail price is $12.95 and the e-book is $5.99. For more information contact the publisher at www.
TheTherapeutaePress.com.
Nandia’s Facebook address is nandiatrilogy. Nandia’s channel on YouTube is Nandia Trilogy: The
Power of “U”
The second in The Nandia Trilogy, Nandia’s Apparition, is due to be released by June of 2017.
About the Author: Based in Flagstaff, AZ, Ned Wolf is natural healer whose career spans over
three decades. He specializes in energy therapies, conflict resolution and counselling. His first book
Awaken Your Power To Heal was published in 1999. He has subsequently published Sailing On A
Banshee Wind, a book of poetry about healing and spiritual growth. He teaches classes in medicinal
dowsing, mediation and energy healing.

